Model 57
6” - .41 Magnum®

SPECIFICATIONS

Model: 57 Classic
Product Code: 150481 - Bright Blue
150482 - Bright Nickel
Caliber: .41 Magnum®
Capacity: 6 Rounds
Action: Single/Double Action
Barrel Length: 6”
Front Sight: Pinned Red Ramp
Rear Sight: Micro Adjustable White Outline
Overall Length: 11-1/2”
Grip: Checkered Square Butt Walnut
Material: Carbon Steel
Finish: 150481 - Bright Blue
150482 - Bright Nickel
Other Features: Classic Style Thumbpiece
Color Case Wide Spur Hammer
Color Case Wide Serrated Target Trigger
UPC Code: 150481 - 022188138177
150482 - 022188138139
Launch Date: January 2009